PCI DSS: A Practical Guide to Implementation is written by Steve Wright, a consultant and lecturer with extensive experience in the design and implementation of security architecture and information security governance frameworks, including PCI DSS. Steve has successfully executed information security projects for several UK government agencies and has completed many consulting engagements for global corporations in sectors including business process outsourcing, manufacturing, telecoms, IT and healthcare. He currently manages a successful security management practice and is active as a lecturer and trainer on Information Risk Management and many British Computer Society ISEB courses. Not only does this book do the above, it also functions as a key support reference for those who are involved in the PCI compliance process in their day-to-day activities. If you are looking for a concise, straightforward and reliable reference to PCI DSS compliance, then this is the book you need. There is a large amount of information on the PCI DSS freely available, but it does not necessarily answer the fundamental questions you have. This is where this book excels, it covers most the ins and outs of PCI compliance.
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